DIRECTIONS
1. Print 2 copies of this page (with the city) and 1 copy of the page with walls on stiff yellow paper.
2. Cut out around the outlines of each of the four pieces, being careful to cut the slit in the jewels on the pieces.
3. Add color, glitter, etc., as desired.
4. Fold the wall pieces along the dotted line.
5. Cut a slit up the middle jewel to the star.
6. Tape the walls at two corners to form a square. Tape only down to the base of the wall, leaving slits in all four corners jewels.
7. Cut one city piece from the bottom up to the star along the dotted line. Cut the other city piece down from the top to the star.
8. Slide the two city pieces together to form a cross.
9. Lower the square wall section over the city cross so the corner jewels of the wall fit into the jewel slits of the city.
10. Hang with sturdy thread attached to the four corners.